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Sample Complaints Filed Against Hydra Fund
Complaint Title: Hydra Limited Fund II Complaint 126749 for $60.00
Submitted by
Dory713
on 06/17/2014
Complaint #126749

When I checked my most recent bank statement. There was $200 deposit made into my
account on 05/31/2012 by Hydra Limited Fund II. I noticed that my ledger balance was lower
than what it should be and $60 was taken out of my account on 06/15/2012. And according to
them a total of $260 is supposed to be paid. I never completed an application with them let
alone give them my bank information. How do I get my money back and stop this from
happening again?

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 165085 for $200.00
Submitted by
Carla
on 10/08/2014
Complaint #165085

I applied for a non payday loan online with another company and the next day hydra fund put
in 200 into my account. I called them to try and speak with them but I never got an answer
from anyone because I was on hold for a hour. I called my bank and had them place a stop
payment on them because I paid them back the 200 plus some and now they are trying to
take me to court for check fraud and violating a contract that I never even agreed to.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 154531 for $300.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 09/06/2014
Complaint #154531

I applied online for a small loan... Did not apply with Hydrafund... Apparently my info was sold
to this company, and $300 was deposited into my account. Then $30.00 was auto deducted
from my checking account... I contacted my bank and disputed the charge. Now I am
receiving threatening phone calls that I am attempting to Fraud a Bank for funds deposited. I
am in total shock... I did not sign or authorize this deposit into my account......

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 189492 for $300.00
Submitted by
tinatomek83
on 12/11/2014
Complaint #189492

i checked my checking account today and saw $300 deposit. i never heard of this company
or ever signed up for a loan. they have no phone number to call nor did they ever call me or
email me of any approval. i have one pending transaction and cannot change account
numbers. i will change my checking account number. this people are fraud. they get your
information through the internet and there goes your info and your credit. these people are
fraud. be careful with your personal info through the internet!
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Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 134408 for $456.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 07/12/2014
Complaint #134408

I applied for a loan on line received several of calls and none of which I was looking to get
approved of. I refused each call for loans. On July 11, 2012 $250.00 were deposited into my
acct which put me in a deeper whole due to my acct was on overdraft of $86.00. the issue
here is I was going to handle the overdraft with my acct which I also have other bills that
come out of my acct and it all cleared when they did this. Now i am in debt of $456.00 due to
money that was not suppose to go in my acct. Now i have to close my acct and redo
everything and it is a hastle cause I never authorized this transaction.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 238356 for $200.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 05/08/2013
Complaint #238356

I never authorized them to put $200 in my account and before they were taking $60 her and
there out of my old account and i had to change my account and get a new one..and now
they are trying to take me to court for fraud..I dont know what to do?

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 158174 for $200.00
Submitted by
MrsKing
on 09/17/2014
Complaint #158174

this company has deposited $200.00 into my acct without my consent. i am thankful i noticed
when i did and cought this before they were able to take money out of my acct. this really
needs to stop thanks everyone for posting your issues with this company i might have never
known otherwise.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 263069 for $240.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 07/29/2013
Complaint #263069

I noticed withdrawals from this company on my bank without authorization. My bank (Capital
One) researched it for me and determined no liability on my part and refunded my money and
blocked them. Now they are calling me, my wife my parents and other family as well as my
work harassing everyone and even trying to talk my bookkeeper into garnishing my paycheck
for them. Total total scam. Although I did enjoy telling the lady to go ummmm well do
something to herself. Small pleasure given the headache.

Complaint Title: Hydra fund I Complaint 88213 for $200.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 03/16/2014
Complaint #88213

I don't even know who these people are they deposited $200 into my checking account. I
never signed anything authorizing them to deposit $200 into my account. Now they are taking
$79.00 out of my account. HELP!

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 174970 for $200.00
Submitted by
Robert
on 11/04/2014
Complaint #174970

I looked into a personal loan but never went through with it. I never authorized any
transactions with any funding company and I know have 200$ in my account which I didn't
request. From hydra fund. I don't want to need to pay back money I didn't request

Sample Comments from the Group Members
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From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 114843 for $250.00
Submitted by
jcarbone
on 05/21/2014
Comment #25836

Were you ever able to correct this? They just did the same thing to me. ANy advice would
be great?

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 115569 for $200.00
Submitted by
jcarbone
on 05/21/2014
Comment #25841

Happened to me to, only I didn't authorize it!
Their number is 1-888-302-5332

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 154932 for $300.00
Submitted by
anton
on 09/17/2014
Comment #36619

Close acct and reopen with new acct and routing #.Saw online that this company is out of
New Zealand and may not be liscensed in your state to offer payday loans. They use a
collection ageny in Kansas ..ie NCA to try to collect money for them.My bank advised me to
close and reopen my acct with a new bank acct # and routing #.. If you don't ,they will
continue to try to debit your account due to having your bank info.My bank said nothing they
could do if they have bank info and acct is still open.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 125733 for $300.00
Submitted by
Karen
on 06/15/2014
Comment #28019

THIS JUST HAPPENED TO ME OVERNIGHT I CALLED MY BANK AND THEY ARE
DISPUTING IT IN THE AM

From Report: Hydra Fund 111 Complaint 100155 for $2,070.00
Submitted by
dtucker
on 04/12/2014
Comment #23390

They did the same thing to me. The number I got is 888-302-5351. I called and did talk to a
real person but was told they would have to talk to my husband because it was in his name.
We don't have a contract with this place and don't know how they got our info.

From Report: Hyndra Fund II Complaint 188618 for $300.00
Submitted by
Rick
on 12/12/2014
Comment #43768

Hi Cynthia, Happened to me too..Had to put stop payment and close account Cost me more
money. To date Hydra still have not returned my calls and they have made in all a total of
over $300 taken from me..Justice needs to be served somehow.

From Report: Hydra Fund IV Complaint 109742 for $300.00
Submitted by
enzpaga8439
on 07/13/2014
Comment #30168

The same situation happened to me yesterday. I called Hydra Fund IV, (888)302-5269 select
option #1, and spoke to Donna. She said she would reverse the $300 with no extra charge.
She also stated that when you fill out the online application form, they will automatically
deposit the money into your account if they verify your credentials. As long as you call them
and say that you don't want the loan, they will take it back. If you spend it, well then it will be
as if you accepted the loan with their terms and conditions.
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From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 122363 for $250.00
Submitted by
Karen
on 06/15/2014
Comment #28023

DIALED AND PRESSED 1 SPEAKING TO JESSICA (SAYS SHE'S ONLY JESSICA THERE)
SAYS I DID AUTHORIZE IT BUT WILL DO A WITHDRAWAL ON THE NEXT BUSINESS
DAY WISH ME LUCK

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 147178 for $300.00
Submitted by
Nwarner73
on 02/07/2013
Comment #47126

Sorry to hear. I know this goes back to the middle of 2012, but on Jan 2013, Hydra Fund did
this same exact thing to me, only it was $250.00; however my bank was able to reverse the
funds and blocked them from ever being able to deposite or withdraw any future funds to my
account. I think you should speak with someone else or bank with someone else if you
haven't already.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 149958 for $45.00
Submitted by
Strikingback
on 08/25/2014
Comment #34404

Thus far I have seen Hydra Fund I, II, III, & IV. The numbers may be different but the
description of their actions is strikingly similar. It's obvious that they play by their own rules. It
seems most people do not know that they have struck until their "grace period" to cancel is
already expired. Make no mistake they will hound you to get money out of you. I have filed
reports with the FBI Internet Crimes division, the Federal Trade Commission, The Attorney
General of my state, and my Congressman. I also plan to contact the US Senators for my
state and the US Attorney General's office.I would suggest that anybody who has made a
complaint on this website do the same. The only way that this will cease is if enough people
are willing to fight back and demand that they be heard. Also, if you start receiving calls at
your workplace notify your HR department immediately. As embarrassing as it might be it is
better that your HR people set the record straight with these collectors about making calls to
the workplace. If they try to tell you that you can be convicted of check fraud they are LYING
and engaging in illegal collection activities. At most this is a civil matter and they might be
able to twist the system to get a judgment. Doesn't mean you have to pay and a mark on your
credit is better than giving in to extortion. Good luck and take the fight to them.
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